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While it is praiseworthy that the Army has acknowledged the value of Integrative Medicine (IM) in its Pain Management Task Force Final Report (2010), its vision for this enabler remains limited. IM is seen as having a place only in specialty care; IM research, while ongoing, is not centrally directed; and the Office of the Surgeon General lacks a voice that can speak for IM. Since IM offers the ability to reduce health care costs and improve Soldier resiliency, Army Medicine needs a vision for IM that will enable its full potential. The Patient-Centered Medical Home concept offers an opportunity to integrate IM into primary care; and a Consultant to The Surgeon General could insure both that IM research moves in the directions that the enterprise needs, and that IM has a champion at the highest levels of the organization. Once a strategic vision is in place, the Army can fully utilize IM’s ability to improve the care of its patients. The Army should also strongly consider a demonstration project of an IM-based clinic to prove this concept, and provide real-world cost and outcome data to guide further progress.
“Where there is no vision, the people perish:
but he that keepeth the law, happy is he.”
--Proverbs 29:18 (KJV)

“Restoring healing to medicine is like
restoring justice to the law.”
--Dean Ornish, MD

Introduction

The 2009 National Defense Authorization Act directed the Department of Defense (DoD) to conduct a study of pain management in wounded warriors, in order to identify problems with pain management and standardize policies and procedures across the services. This responsibility fell to the then-Army Surgeon General, LTG Eric B. Schoomaker, who formed an interdisciplinary Pain Management Task Force that studied pain management not just in the Army, or even across the armed services, but within the DoD and the Department of Veterans’ Affairs (DVA). The Task Force studied pain management policies, procedures and techniques at multiple facilities, both DoD and DVA, and delivered its Final Report in May 2010. The Report made a number of recommendations, including a standardized pain taxonomy, an improved pain rating scale, standardization of pain management techniques and medications across facilities, but it also made one recommendation that was outside of what many would consider within the standard realm of military medicine: it recommended the use of Integrative Medicine (IM) techniques and procedures in the management of pain among wounded warriors.
What is Integrative Medicine, and can it be used for more than pain management? This paper proposes answers to these questions and outlines a way ahead for the Army on this method of practicing medicine.

**What is Integrative Medicine?**

In recent years, medicine in the United States has seen the growth of a movement—in patient self-therapies, patient requests to physicians, and physician practices as well—which looks first not to conventional treatments and therapies, but toward those that are either historical (but may be considered outmoded) or come from a tradition other than the Western (but are nonetheless systematic). This first group can be considered “complementary” to traditional Western medicine (TWM), such as diet and herbal therapy, or mind-body medicine, in that their efforts do not replace TWM as the primary therapy. This second group can be considered “alternative,” such as traditional Chinese medicine, or ayurvedic (Indian) medicine, since they offer a complete philosophy of health, disease and healing, but one that is distinct from TWM. Together, these groups are known as “complementary and alternative medicine” (CAM).

Rather than completely replacing TWM practices with CAM, many practitioners are combining them in a hybrid known as Integrative Medicine (IM). This new approach considers the whole patient and his (her) environment (including family, work, social milieu) and gives providers a greater number of treatment options. The National Institutes of Health’s National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine defines it as: “‘Integrative medicine’ combines treatments from conventional medicine and CAM for which there is some high-quality evidence of safety and effectiveness. It is
also called integrated medicine. This practice seeks to maximize patient outcomes by using each of these three modes to give a result that is greater than the sum of its parts.

In February 2009, the Institute of Medicine (IOM), a division of the National Academies, sponsored a two-day symposium on IM in Washington, DC. In his opening remarks, the IOM President, Harvey V. Fineberg, MD, PhD, described Integrative Medicine by stating that, “Integrative medicine encompasses the whole spectrum of health care interventions from prevention to treatment to rehabilitation and recovery.” But integrative medicine puts greater emphasis on prevention and preventive measures than TWM.

Within integrative medicine, prevention means participating in those behaviors and actions that foster health and wellness. This includes such actions as eating a healthy diet, having access to clean air and water, exercising on a regular basis, eliminating toxins from the home and work environments, and taking steps to reduce daily stress levels. Yet many chronic conditions are largely preventable and even reversible by making positive changes in personal behaviors.

And while some authors have difficulty stating which are the modalities and therapies that IM encompasses, and there can be considerable variation in the therapies that individual providers use, these can be broadly categorized as: nutritional medicine (including dietary supplements), botanical medicine, lifestyle medicine, mind-body medicine, manual medicine, traditional Chinese medicine, and spirituality and health.

What is the appeal of IM to the public? Why does the use of IM continue to grow in America? The IOM’s 2005 Report, “Complementary and Alternative Medicine in the United States,” provides a starting point by discussing “What Motivates People to Use CAM” in Chapter 2, “Prevalence, Cost, and Patterns of CAM Use.” The authors note that while surveys may compile data on the general prevalence and usage of CAM,
They are far less useful as a means of providing information about people’s motivations for using CAM therapies or modalities, given that rationale and rationalization are hard to tease apart on a survey and given that the reasons for using CAM use change over time, are complex, and are multidimensional.\footnote{17}

The reasons given for CAM usage are broad and varied, and include viewpoints such as: wanting to try something different, wellness promotion, reserving use of TWM modalities until needed, more patient-centered, and trying to understand or diagnose an illness better.\footnote{18} But one fact stands out from this chapter:

Kessler et al. (2001) found that 50 percent of all CAM therapy use that had been initiated at least 5 years prior to the interview (Eisenberg et al., 1998) persisted at the time of the interview. This suggests that prior use of CAM therapy is a predictor of ongoing or current use for half of all users. The data also suggest that the persistent use of CAM therapies and modalities may be related to general health and may not be reserved only for the treatment of a particular time-limited ailment.\footnote{19}

This statistic suggests that usage of CAM modalities (and therefore IM) has staying power with health care consumers, and is not just a passing trend.

What would justify the shift in medical practice with adopting IM, instead of allowing military medicine to remain solely within a TWM framework? Most importantly, because the health care system in America is failing to take care of our health, and the data are abundant. The United States spends approximately 16% of its Gross Domestic Product on healthcare—twice the amount spent by other developed nations\footnote{20} and up from 9% in 1980.\footnote{21} (At $7,538 per capita, this amounts to just over $30,000 per year for a family of four.) Moreover, health spending in the U.S. is growing at a rate twice that in other developed countries. Yet many of our health outcomes, including life expectancy at birth, low birth weight and infant mortality, mortality from heart disease, diabetes prevalence, and overall cancer incidence, are below average or near the bottom of this group of nations,\footnote{22} despite all of our advances in diagnostic studies, pharmacotherapy, surgery and cancer therapy. Patients feel more disconnected from
their health, and providers are frustrated with the assembly-line nature that clinical medicine is assuming.

…payers now dictate not only what treatments doctors can use but also how many patients they must see per hour and even which patients are “better” to attend to (because their conditions generate more revenue). Abbreviated visits have severely damaged the therapeutic relationship by eliminating the rewards it provided to both patients and doctors….Annual surveys by the Massachusetts Medical Society have shown that doctors’ levels of satisfaction with their profession have declined every year for thirteen years, almost entirely because of insurance and administrative problems.23

Moreover, regions of the country that spend more money per patient (through Medicare) actually have worse outcomes than those that spend less.24  The Army Medical Department is not isolated from these trends, and must also contend with them.25

Is it worthwhile for the Army to adopt these practices? Can they make a difference in patient care for the Army Medical Department (AMEDD), and bring a significant benefit to the Military Health System (MHS)? While the transition will have its challenges (as with any change), it should be considered as a “Quadrant 2 activity.”26 It is not urgent (it does not demand our attention like an unfolding crisis), but it is important (it has a deep and lasting impact on the character of the relationship); therefore, ignoring it will have long-term consequences.

In his 2009-2010 Guidance as the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), Admiral Michael Mullen stated that the Department of Defense (DoD) must “focus on the Health-of-the-Force by considering holistically how to better…care for our people.”27 As part of this holistic effort, Adm. Mullen asked the Consortium for Human and Military Performance (CHAMP) at the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences (USUHS) to develop the concept of Total Force Fitness (TFF).28
In December, 2009, a “Total Force Fitness for the 21st Century” conference was held at the [USUHS] to again address health, fitness, and performance optimization, and ultimately, develop a consolidated [CJCS] directive on the way ahead for DoD total force fitness…Furthermore, this program would be prevention focused, individual centric, and that the family would be recognized as central to the total force fitness equation.\[29\]

TFF comprises eight domains: physical, nutritional, medical, environmental, spiritual, psychological, behavioral, and social.\[30\] But these eight domains of TFF do not function independent of one another, but are interlocked and interactive.

The mind, body, and family are not separate functioning entities. Interventions that focus exclusively on nonpsychological aspects of medical fitness cannot withstand scientific scrutiny. The entire human being—mind, brain, and body—function as one integral whole.\[31\]

So TFF does not attempt to treat the body or the mind in isolation from one another, but treats the Soldier as a whole, as an organism whose parts are interdependent and which must be addressed together, not in isolation. Or, as Dr. Andrew Weil has stated:

The term integrative is consistent with Mullen’s vision of holistic health, as integrative medicine recognizes that health is more than the absence of disease and that a multi-disciplinary approach to health promotion often provides the maximum therapeutic benefit.\[32\]

Thus, we can see that IM is consistent with the aims of TFF (and therefore military medicine)—treating the patient as a whole, taking a preventive approach and putting the patient at the center of all decisions—and not just attacking problems as they arise.

**Why should the Army adopt IM?**

Let us now look at the benefits of adopting IM practices in the AMEDD. This list should not be considered exclusive, but gives the salient reasons why this approach to medical care deserves our attention.

1. **Outcomes.** IM delivers outcomes which are equivalent to, or better than, those achieved with the use of TWM alone. When IM practices are instituted, patient outcomes are just as good as those under TWM, or even better. IM has been shown to
improve the management of chronic diseases (such as severe coronary heart disease, prostate cancer, chronic fatigue syndrome, chronic pain, cancer, high blood pressure) and of depression, and to improve population wellness. Many US corporations have adopted IM principles and practices in their employee health programs with significant benefit, including Johnson and Johnson and Ford Motor Company. But more importantly,

2. Cost. IM can deliver these outcomes at a reduced cost compared to TWM. This is achieved through a reduction in the use of costly medications and invasive procedures, and through group teaching (for dietary modification, some mind-body methods, and other modalities) which decreases per-patient cost.

As an example, consider coronary artery disease, which results from the buildup of cholesterol-based plaques in the arteries of the heart, a leading cause of death in the U.S. Annual spending on statin medications (to lower blood cholesterol) in the U.S. totals about 15 billion dollars, and the DoD had 1,330,427 patients taking statin medications in FY11, at an estimated cost of $665,213,500. According to the American Heart Association, in 2006 1.3 million coronary angioplasty procedures were performed in the U.S. at an average cost of $48,399 per procedure, or more than $60 billion total; and 448,000 coronary bypass operations were performed at a cost of $99,743 per surgery, or more than $44 billion total. In FY11, doctors performed 19,449 of these procedures on MHS beneficiaries, at an estimated total cost of $1,190,946,679. And recently, the American Academy of Pediatrics has recommended screening of children ages 12-19 for increased cholesterol (as a consequence of the growing epidemic of obesity in America), and treatment with statin
medications for children with overly elevated cholesterol. This recommendation should concern us for two reasons. First, not all cardiovascular disease is secondary to increased cholesterol; fully one-third of all heart attacks occur in patients with a normal total cholesterol level. Second, new concerns continue to arise about the long-term use of these medications in adults; most recently, these have related to memory difficulties and an increased risk of diabetes.

But statin medications are an expensive “stick” to take after the problems of high cholesterol and heart disease. It requires treatment of one hundred patients without heart disease for three and one half years with a statin medication to prevent one heart attack; in statistical terms, the “number needed to treat” (or NNT) is 350. By comparison, giving a daily aspirin tablet to forty-four people for one year—which is cheap by comparison to statin medications—will prevent one heart attack; NNT here equals 44. IM has shown that these conditions can be treated successfully (including in children) without the use of statin medications, and not expose these patients to the risks, both known and unknown, associated with these medications.

For example, demonstration projects of the Ornish Spectrum Program of intensive cardiac rehabilitation with Mutual of Omaha showed a cost savings of $30,000 per patient in the first year, and with Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield showed a 50% reduction in overall health costs in the first year. Even if we accept that IM measures would prove successful for treatment of only 50% of this population (or even 25%), this is still a tremendous saving of resources.

3. Quality of Life. IM measures lead to an improved patient Quality of Life. Because IM will either focus on measures, or use modalities, that TWM considers
outside its realm—such as social connectedness, yoga and meditation—patients treated with IM measures have a better quality of life. They feel better physically and mentally, enjoy living more, and feel better about what they do.

In 2009, Drs. Milani and Lavi conducted a test in two diverse workplace settings. The interventions consisted of worksite health education, nutritional counseling, smoking cessation counseling, physical activity promotion, selected physician referral, and other health counseling. Significant improvements were demonstrated in quality of life scores, depression, and anxiety.

4. **Resiliency.** IM can increase the resiliency of Service Members. With its focus on the body and the psyche’s ability to restore themselves, aided by measures such as proper diet, healing spices, herbal therapy, meditation and mind-body medicine, IM can make Soldiers more resilient—more resistant to the infectious diseases that have historically hindered military operations (such as respiratory infections and diarrheal disease), recovering more quickly after injuries (both through measures such as dietary and mind-body), and more resistant to the psychological strains of deployment and combat (e.g., through yoga and mind-body measures).

5. **More choices for providers.** IM is the only cost-containment measure that affects the content of the practitioner-patient relationship from within, not from without. Instead of constraints that are imposed by a formulary or a practice administrator, such as limiting more costly medications, or refusing to underwrite an expensive procedure, IM gives practitioners the ability to choose a lower-cost, less-intensive means of therapy. For example, instead of prescribing lifelong therapy with an acid-blocking medication (such as Nexium) for recurrent heartburn, IM can treat this patient by removing dietary irritants (e.g., coffee), teaching the patient stress reduction measures (meditation and breathing exercises), and recommending the use of an herbal that
improves mucosal resistance to stomach acid. This not only saves the cost of the PPI over the patient's life and prevents any long-term risk of the medication, but it also empowers the patient to make changes in their health.\textsuperscript{54} (Also see below, "Consumer [patient] self-education," pp. 2-20 to 2-22.)

6. **Improved provider satisfaction.** IM has the potential to improve provider satisfaction.\textsuperscript{55} As Dr. Dean Ornish has reported:

> Practicing medicine in this way is particularly rewarding and emotionally fulfilling both for patients and for the physicians and other health professionals who work with them. This approach is caring and compassionate as well as cost-effective and competent because it addresses the fundamental diet and lifestyle issues that are often underlying causes of chronic diseases such as coronary heart disease, type 2 diabetes, stroke, hypertension, obesity, and other illnesses rather than just literally or figuratively bypassing them with only surgery and/or medications.\textsuperscript{56}

Instead of analyzing a patient's problems to find a medication as the solution, and then moving on quickly to the next patient, practitioners spend more time with a patient to discover the root causes of an illness.\textsuperscript{57} The provider and the patient interact at a deeper level collaborating to solve the patient's problem(s), which makes the time spent more satisfying for both.

**Principles for adopting Integrative Medicine**

The following principles should guide the Army (and the DoD) as it begins to adopt IM practices. These principles will insure that the Army maintains a consistent focus as it continues to expand its use of IM.

a. **The body is the healer.**

This principle must remain foremost; it is difficult to over-emphasize. The body's capability to heal itself exists at all levels, from the fundamental life process, DNA replication, to cellular repair and homeostasis, through repair of damage to major
structures such as bones (fractures) and many different tissues (hemorrhage, lacerations, contusions). And examples of spontaneous healing of major, life-threatening diseases, not only cancer (which gets too much attention) but also other diseases such as autoimmune, traumatic and infectious, can be found without great difficulty.\textsuperscript{59}

Even when allopathic medicine performs a radical intervention, such as excision of a diseased part (infected gallbladder) or a tumor, or administers cancer chemotherapy, this can be seen as an attempt to assist an overwhelmed natural healing response, by removing that which it has failed to correct; and then allowing the body to restore itself to health.

Since these natural healing processes are the foundation for all healing and wholeness, and yet are beyond our control, our efforts must support them and not impair them. Our therapies should not interrupt or impair natural healing, but must promote and strengthen the body’s own healing response. Only in this manner can we begin to shift from attacking problems after they develop, to promoting health and preventing problems before they occur.

\textit{b. Patient-centric.}

In the past, medical practice functioned autocratically, along the lines of either the priestly model or the engineering model.\textsuperscript{60} These models assume that medicine is a complex subject, and that only those who have studied it long and deeply could know what the best treatment for the patient was. But in recent years, medicine has evolved to a more collaborative relationship between a physician and a patient. (Consider the shift in the treatment of breast cancer in the U.S. in the last fifty years.) Now, it is even
possible for a mentally competent patient to refuse a life-saving therapy, and die because of their refusal, without the physician incurring any liability.\textsuperscript{61}

IM recognizes that there are mind-body interventions which have a deep impact on healing. Key to these are belief and desire. If the patient undergoes a course of therapy that is less than desirable, and perhaps contrary to their wishes, these mind-body interactions will work in a negative manner. But if a patient is given a course of therapy that is of nominal value, but they believe it will help them, they may recover despite having received no outright value from the treatment. In a European study of asthma, 70\% of asthmatic patients improved when given the resin of the plant Boswellia serrata for six weeks, but 27\% of the control patients improved although they were given a placebo (lactose—“milk sugar”).\textsuperscript{62} They got better because they believed they would get better. Sometimes patients with chronic debilitating illness recover when a change in their life brings new and strong emotions. Dr. Andrew Weil gives an example of two young women with systemic lupus erythematosus, an autoinflammatory disease that attacks the joints and kidneys; both went into complete remission after life-changing events that provoked intense emotions (one fell in love and got married; one became a born-again Christian).\textsuperscript{63} As the Book of Proverbs states: “For as he thinketh within himself, so is he.”\textsuperscript{64}

This power needs to be utilized. Army medicine needs to capitalize on these interactions to improve patient outcomes. By putting the patient at the center of the decision-making process, by letting him (or her) determine the therapy, these mind-body interactions will function in a positive, not a negative manner. This not only enhances
healing, it empowers the patient to begin to make healthy changes in other areas of their lives.

Lastly, a focus on wellness will include the elimination of medical pessimism, the expectation that patients will never improve without the application of a viable TWM therapy or that those who have exhausted all TWM therapies without problem resolution are doomed.\textsuperscript{65} This is completely contrary to a focus on health and healing. Instead, providers must inspire patients with hope and the possibility of healing, remembering that “There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio/Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.”\textsuperscript{66}

\textbf{c. Focus on wellness and disease prevention.}

While this concept is not new to medicine, it means a shift of focus from medical care as it is currently delivered in the Army (DoD). Currently, care proceeds on a disease-based focus: appointments are given mostly for acute illnesses and injuries; patients can schedule wellness visits, but the system does not regularly check for these or pull in patients (e.g., call to remind patient of need for exam or test, and offer an appointment). Perhaps this will begin to change as the MHS implements the Patient-Centered Medical Home (PCMH). (PCMH is discussed further below.)

Currently, preventive screenings are based upon the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force Recommendations. Created in 1984, the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF or Task Force) is an independent group of national experts in prevention and evidence-based medicine that works to improve the health of all Americans by making evidence-based recommendations about clinical preventive services such as screenings, counseling services, or preventive medications.\textsuperscript{67} But the
USPTF Recommendations are mostly after-the-fact measures; they address the finding of an established disease rather than preventing its onset in the first place. A true preventive focus would look to reducing the chances that a disease could occur by minimizing risk factors. The evidence is growing that this approach can be successful. The INTERHEART Study showed that worldwide, 90% of all population attributable risk (PAR) for a first heart attack in men and 94% of all PAR in women is the result of nine modifiable risk factors (abnormal lipids, smoking, high blood pressure, diabetes, abdominal obesity, psychosocial factors, consumption of fruits and vegetables and of alcohol, and regular physical activity). Changing these risk factors can change the number of first heart attacks in peoples everywhere. The dietary and lifestyle changes of the Ornish Spectrum Program, in addition to their effect on heart disease, have been shown to have an impact on prostate cancer. And research in the developing field of angiogenesis has shown that there are many foods that have potential to prevent the growth of the excessive new blood vessels associated with cancer and some chronic diseases.

A true focus on wellness and prevention would focus on measures that prevent the occurrence of disease, and could then address measures of wellness as well as the USPTF recommendations. These other measures of wellness could include sleep (a great indicator of overall well-being and behavioral health), immune function (perhaps by assessing minor illnesses or immune-deficiency markers, such as warts or outbreaks of shingles), and stress (measured on a standard reported scale, to include family, environment, and work).
A wellness exam that saw every patient every year, and focused on the above measures, would go a long way toward improving the health of the MHS’ serviced population. The Services transitioned from doing a periodic physical exam to a Periodic Health Assessment for this very reason. We should broaden this in both scope (what it covers) and reach (who it touches) to improve population health.

**d. Individualize therapy.**

Integrative medicine looks at traditional, complementary and alternative medicine for solutions to patient problems, choosing the best therapy from among the three with an emphasis on those that are low-cost and less intensive. Some therapies are considered to have a solid theoretical basis, or a proven record of performance, for a particular problem and are therefore considered the first line treatment for these conditions. Other therapies may be effective for a condition but are less reliable in their effect, to where they are not considered useful for most patients; the evidence for them may even be anecdotal.

When confronting a medical problem that is not responding to a standard therapy after an adequate trial period, providers should be able to offer therapies that have a lower success rate if the patient is agreeable to the therapy. While this appears contrary to sound medical practice, we know that there is great variation in individual physiology: what works for many patients may not work for the few; and those few should be offered every opportunity to return to health.

**e. Standard of evidence.**

The gold standard of reliability in clinical trials has become the Randomized-Controlled Trial (RCT). The RCT seeks to eliminate all possible sources of bias to
(prove or disprove) the validity of a therapy. In an RCT, participants (i.e., patients) are randomly assigned to either a treatment group (can be more than one) or a control group, which does not receive the intervention under study to allow for comparison of effectiveness. This is considered “the most scientifically rigorous method of hypothesis testing available.”

The randomised controlled trial (RCT) is considered to provide the most reliable evidence on the effectiveness of interventions because the processes used during the conduct of an RCT minimise the risk of confounding factors influencing the results. Because of this, the findings generated by RCTs are likely to be closer to the true effect than the findings generated by other research methods.

But for IM measures, an RCT may not be an adequate test of CAM therapies. The difficulties are numerous, and include the following:

1. RCT’s focus on outcomes for whole populations of patients, but CAM modalities are often tailored to meet the needs of the individual patient, which can confound applying results to whole populations;
2. RCTs focus on measurable outcomes (mortality, tumor shrinkage) while CAM modalities may focus on subjective symptoms (pain, fatigue, cognitive function);
3. CAM “treatments” may not be directed toward a specific disease outcome, but rather toward disease prevention or promoting general wellness; also, the time to run such a study could run years or decades;
4. Placebo effects are not a confounding (extraneous) factor, but are a recognized CAM modality, and can constitute part of the treatment itself.

Fixation on RCTs has led to a mindset in which only therapies that are proven effective by this most rigorous test can be accepted. Setting the bar this high may not be necessary. As Dr. Andrew Weil has stated, the standard of evidence required for an IM therapy should be proportional to the risk to the patient; if the potential for harm is
high, then we should demand a high standard of evidence. But then, the corollary to this proposition should also hold true: if the threat to the patient is low, we should not have to hold it to a rigorous standard of evidence. If a therapy (such as a breathing exercises) hold a low potential for causing harm to the patient, then we should not have to wait for years of RCTs to prove or disprove their efficacy, or to begin teaching them to patients, if they could be efficacious for a particular patient.

**f. Drive Research.**

The Army should not begin to implement IM measures in clinical practice without beginning to push research in these areas, for two reasons:

1) The Army has a unique patient population with unique needs, which are different from that of the general population in America. It is not a representative subset of the general population, but is skewed (necessarily) toward a younger and more fit population. Problems which are of particular interest among this group include: resiliency, both physical and behavioral, including decreasing susceptibility to PTSD; and improving healing after injuries, both from training and from the multi-system trauma that has occurred all too frequently during the conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq. IM measures must be studied and evaluated to see which can best meet the unique needs of this population.

2) The Army is part of one of the largest healthcare organizations in the U.S. Any initiatives which it takes in this direction will set an example for other healthcare organizations, both large and small, throughout the country. The Army can set a direction for the growth of Integrative Medicine in the U.S.
A Vision for the Future

In adopting Integrative Medicine, Army Medicine should act on four broad areas: Knowledge; Documentation; Reimbursement; and Structure of Care.

1. **Knowledge.** “Knowledge” refers to the intellectual basis for IM, and guides the overall implementation of policies and procedures. This line of effort includes the following action items:

   a. An Office of The Surgeon General (OTSG)-level consultant in IM. OTSG has neither an office nor a focal individual to guide and direct the implementation of IM practices and procedures, and no one to advise The Surgeon General (TSG) about IM practices and procedures in the civilian medical community or within the AMEDD enterprise. The ever-broadening public acceptance of IM measures will put pressure on individual providers to add them in to their practice throughout the AMEDD. The OPORD which implements the findings of the Pain Management Task Force contains a directive to establish a consultant position in IM at OTSG. The AMEDD needs to address the rising tide of popularity of IM by setting boundaries and guidelines for the use of IM within the AMEDD. This will, first, allow for the standardization of services from facility to facility (although this cannot be predicted, based upon individual provider training and expertise); and second, minimize the chances of any untoward outcomes.

   Furthermore, it appears that Integrative Medicine will become a Board certified specialty soon, perhaps as early as 2014. The American Board of Physician Specialties is developing a Board Certification process for IM. It is expected that initially physicians will be allowed to sit for certification based on experience (i.e., “grandfathered”), such as with Emergency Medicine in the 1990’s; but eventually,
physicians will be required to have completed a Fellowship in Integrative Medicine. With the formal recognition of this aspect of medicine through board certification, IM will move closer to the mainstream of medicine in the U.S.; and the AMEDD will need to have a better understanding of this way of practicing medicine.

The Army has a host of ongoing IM-directed research, with much (but not all) either centrally directed or monitored by OTSG. The Samueli Institute, a civilian agency in Alexandria, VA initiates and conducts a significant portion of the DoD’s research in IM. The Samueli Institute is “a non-profit (501(c)(3)) research organization supporting the scientific investigation of healing processes and their role in medicine.” Their research domains include integrative medicine, and military and veterans health care.80 Their Center for Research on Integrative Medicine in the Military (CRIMM) has a research portfolio that currently involves eight Army facilities (Brooke Army Medical Center (AMC), Walter Reed AMC, Madigan AMC, Evans Army Community Hospital, Darnall AMC, the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, and Tripler AMC) involving 18 different lines of inquiry. (The full portfolio encompasses 17 federal facilities and 31 lines of inquiry.)81

Do all of these projects track with Army Medicine’s strategic initiatives? Perhaps it is time to in-source the direction for these many projects, either at OTSG or even higher, at the office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs. This would insure that efforts are coordinated, that duplication is avoided, and that research is directed to the ends that the Army (or the DoD) needs. With the pending drawdown in end strength and resources, it is more important than ever that the Army control their allocation.
b. Consumer (i.e., patient) self-education. IM is about putting patients in charge of their own health and decision-making; but it is difficult to perform all the necessary patient education within even a 45-minute visit. But if there was reliable IM-based health information that was accessible to patients when they were not in the clinic, then this can help patients to take better charge of their health, and help the AMEDD to get into the “white space” of 525,500 minutes per year that is outside of the 100 minutes per year (on average) that patients spend in Army facilities. Providing information will facilitate the process of patient empowerment, getting them to participate in their care as an active consumer instead of just receiving care passively. A couple of possibilities for this include:

1) Adding an education piece to the Periodic Health Assessment. If there was a required education part to the PHA, this could be a vehicle for change in health habits of Soldiers (and eventually Family members). And if it covered different topics each year, then the PHA would shift from being a perennial (and tedious) process to one that is cyclical and more intellectually engaging. For example, a three-year cycle could cover nutritional medicine in the first year, sleep and stress management in the second year, and discuss the virtues of yoga, OMT and spirituality in the third year.

While changing the whole PHA would require a Joint collaborative effort (since the PHA is guided by an Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs Policy, HA Policy 06-006), this does not keep the Army from adding its own education layer on top of the current PHA requisite processes.

2) A web-based information source for all patients: Soldiers, Family Members and Retirees. Patients are using the internet more and more to find and use
health care information. A survey by the Pew Research Institute in 2011 found that 59% of all adults in the U.S. looked for health information on the internet; 66% of all internet users looked for information about a specific disease or medical problem, 56% looked for information about a medical treatment or procedure, and 44% looked for information about doctors or other health care providers.85

This information could possibly reside on the Comprehensive Soldier Fitness (CSF) website; or CSF could contain links to reliable IM websites. CSF is the Army’s program to “Develop and institute a holistic fitness program for Soldiers, families, and Army civilians in order to enhance performance and build resilience.”86 The current CSF training modules focus on social and interpersonal skills, but the physical modules present only limited information on diet, physical activity and making proper choices for health. This portal could become a tremendous resource for improving Soldier and Family health by providing approved IM information that could improve wellness and physical resiliency.

c. Provider education. As IM practices become more widespread in the AMEDD, and patients come with questions about them and seeking these modalities, there will be providers who are relatively less knowledgeable about IM. The AMEDD will need to improve provider knowledge. Some options for this include:

1) A block of instruction for all providers as an introduction to IM concepts, areas of practice, and an overview of each modality, with links to further references. This could be done via a web-based Continuing Medical Education (CME) module of (perhaps) 20 or 30 hours; and the CME credit would be an incentive for completion.
2) Adding IM to the curriculum at the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences (USUHS), perhaps via a partnership between the USUHS and the Consortium of Academic Health Centers for Integrative Medicine (CAHCIM). USUHS graduates have the longest service commitment at the end of their training (7 years, vs. a maximum of 4 years for Health Professions Scholarship Program graduates), and more of them remain in the service after satisfying this obligation; they are therefore the physicians with the most longevity in the Services. If the USUHS added IM education to its curriculum, this would anchor the change of IM in military medicine firmly in the future.

3) Other formal provider education. Perhaps the AMEDD’s Long-Term Health Education and Training (LTHET) could add a Fellowship Program in Integrative Medicine to its array of educational offerings. There are nineteen IM Fellowship programs in the U.S. currently. The University of Arizona’s Program is the oldest IM Fellowship, established in 1994. It is a two-year program of study which is mostly distance education but requires three separate one-week sessions in Tucson, AZ at the University. The total cost for the program is approximately $31,000, which is close to the $15,000 per year target of LTHET. The AMEDD could fund attendance at a fellowship program for select key personnel, such as Commanders and Deputy Commanders of facilities and large medical units. Or it could develop an additional duty position of “Integrative Medicine Facilitator” at an MTF, and send this person through the chosen fellowship program.

d. References. The Oxford University Press has begun publishing the Weil Integrative Medicine Library, which currently contains six volumes (Cardiology,
Oncology, Pediatrics, Psychiatry, Rheumatology, and Women’s Health). This shows not only a broadening acceptance of IM, but an increasing academic focus which is welcome. Medical libraries should consider adding this series to their offerings to improve provider knowledge of IM, and to standardize practices.

2. Documentation.

The electronic health record (E.H.R.), whether the current platform (AHLTA) or another is in use, must be able to accurately capture data from IM-based encounters, whether procedures, counseling or other IM-based techniques. AHLTA already captures data from osteopathic manipulative therapy (OMT) encounters, but only as a text-box entry. The preferred method here would be via a template (such as an AIM form) which allows box checks for each item. This makes documentation easier for the provider, rather than requiring them to type everything into a text box; and it will allow for data mining to compare patient outcomes in research. Based on the success of AIM forms and other templates within the E.H.R., the AMEDD can certainly develop a capability to capture other IM data as well, and retrieve it for population and outcomes studies.

The E.H.R. should also be capable of displaying global measures of success of IM measures. These could include, for example, the number of patients in a provider’s profile that have diagnosed high cholesterol, yet have normal cholesterol levels without the use of medications. Or it could show a total prescription cost burden to the MHS by individual providers for certain categories of medications (e.g., blood pressure, antibiotics, statins). Command interest and the need to control costs will dictate which measures to track.
3. Reimbursement. Currently, the MEDCOM distributes funding via a system that is based on the prevailing civilian model of “fee for service” (FFS): a provider is reimbursed based upon the different services that are provided, with different levels of intensity for each patient visit and codes for everything done for the patient, from something as simple as a throat culture to as complex as cardiac bypass surgery. But a system such as this is not productive for an IM-based practice, where a great deal of time is spent in counseling and coaching patients. If a physician is reimbursed (in civilian medicine) the sum of $35 (or less) for a 45-minute counseling session to get a patient to improve their diet, and therefore their weight, cholesterol and cardiac risk, but can be reimbursed $8,000 (or more) for spending 15 minutes to put a stent in the same patient’s coronary artery, then it can be seen that this reimbursement model is skewed away from the low-tech, low-cost modalities that are central to IM.95 The 2009 IOM Report on IM notes that a capitation structure works well for practices that have adopted IM practices.96 Perhaps a three-tiered capitation structure would work for the MEDCOM, but there will probably have to be an intermediate vehicle to facilitate the move away from FFS and to a more IM-friendly reimbursement structure.

4. Structure of Care. Now let us turn our attention to how these ideas impact how care is delivered by the AMEDD.

First, how is IM to be integrated into current delivery structure? The Institute of Medicine 2005 Report gives several approaches to integrating TWM and CAM. One of these plans shows four different models.97 According to this plan, the AMEDD is currently functioning under the consultant model, “in which patients are referred to CAM providers for particular therapies.”98 But this model separates the Primary Care
Manager (PCM) and the IM provider, making continuity of care difficult. The AMEDD would be better served by going to the primary-care model, wherein IM providers are integrated within a primary care clinic. This would make communication and continuity of care between TWM and IM providers easier, but it would also facilitate the provision of IM services by PCMs. (Of the other two models: Army Wellness Centers operate under the fitness center model; and the virtual model is not a good fit for the AMEDD).

Let us consider medical care at MTFs as two types of care: primary care and specialty care. Primary care is the first level of care the patient encounters (Sick Call, routine appointments), and includes the specialties of emergency medicine, internal medicine, pediatrics, and family practice. This is the only care provided by MTOE unit medical facilities (battalion aid stations, brigade and divisional medical companies) and outlying clinics. Specialty care is available at Army Hospitals, and some Army Health Clinics, such as Kenner AHC at Ft. Lee, VA; and Medical Centers, where the specialties needed by the fewest patients are found. In addition, Army Wellness Centers provide preventive services to groups and individuals from a location outside of the MTF. If the AMEDD is to bring a true focus on wellness and prevention to its enterprise, then there will have to be changes in each one of these types of care.

Primary and specialty care treat individual patients and are focused on fixing one particular problem; they should shift their focus to improving health and wellness, to insure they are addressed in each visit. Wellness Centers provide services to groups and individuals, and center on wellness measures for a large patient population; they should incorporate IM measures into their services. The AMEDD’s current vision of IM is that it belongs in specialty care; but there are a number of modalities and
counseling that are well within the realm of primary care medicine\textsuperscript{101}, and can easily be utilized by PCMs. These include: nutritional and botanical medicine; mind-body measures (including meditation); yoga and breathing exercises; social connectedness; and acupuncture (via the PCM course). Adding these items at the primary care level will give many more tools to PCMs.

The DoD’s current “Patient-Centered Medical Home” initiative (PCMH) begins to move military medicine in the right direction for this:\textsuperscript{102} it allows patients to have longer visits with providers, and it allows the primary care team to direct each patient to the proper provider for each visit. Patients do not need to see a physician if their time would be better spent with a different provider (clinical pharmacist, nurse case manager, dietitian, etc.). Under the PCMH model, each PCM works with two nurse screeners who do most of their work at the front and back of the visit: at the beginning of the visit, the nurse takes the patient’s history, and upon the provider’s arrival repeats it in front of the patient, to insure it has been properly captured; and the nurse enters orders for ancillary studies (lab, X-rays) and prescriptions at the direction of the provider before s/he leaves the room. The nurse functions as an extension of the physician.

But while PCMH is a start down the road to implementing IM, it does not go far enough. It allows physicians the ability to take an IM approach to each patient problem, but nothing in current delivery systems facilitates or encourages this process. For example, instead of sending a patient who comes for a refill on a cholesterol-lowering medication to a clinical pharmacist, it might be better for them to talk with an IM-based dietitian about lowering their cholesterol through dietary methods. And when the National Cholesterol Education Program (NCEP)\textsuperscript{103} Therapeutic Lifestyle Change
(TLC) diet fails to work, then we don’t condemn the patient to a statin medication all their life, but can offer them the choice of dietary interventions that are more stringent but offer a better chance of success and stand to improve the patient’s quality of life measures (as stated above).¹⁰⁴

To shift to an IM focus, the question sets (Subjective portion of note) in the E.H.R. would have to be revised to include questions for areas that may not be currently addressed, such as work (type of work, location, hazards, and patient’s emotional state at work), and the nurses would need additional training on this. And the Plan portion of the note in the EHR must allow for the documentation of non-prescription therapies. Patient instructions should include text with instructions in IM topics such as dietary changes, stress relief, or other recommendations; or allow the inclusion of a link to this information.

Second, the use of the nurse screener to extend the reach of the PCM must not prevent the PCM from coming to know and understand the patient as a complete individual, with an appreciation for the nuances of their life that can make a difference in their health. A fundamental question that should be part of each visit (asked by either the nurse screener or the PCM) is, “Are you healthy?” If the patient says “Yes,” they should be able to explain why; if they say “No” or “I don’t know” this provides a teaching moment to communicate the concept of health and wellness and make it the focus of the visit. And this simple question would incorporate the concept of health as espoused in Total Force Fitness¹⁰⁵ into not just primary care, but all levels of care.

Referred care should contain proven therapies that provide additional IM resources in the treatment of problems that are too complicated for primary care
medicine. In this context, “proven therapies” does not mean that the therapy was validated by an RCT, but that the standard of evidence for the therapy must be judged in proportion to the risk to the patient, as stated above. These could include:

1) For cardiac patients (those who either decline coronary bypass or those whose bypasses have failed and are not good candidates for another bypass procedure), the Ornish Spectrum Program for intensive cardiac rehabilitation has proven that it can reverse coronary artery disease without the use of medications, through changes in diet, weight control and moderate exercise, and stress reduction (through yoga, medication, and social connectedness). The Program requires 18 each 4-hour sessions over 12 weeks and a small staff (MD, RN, dietitian, behavioral health counselor, admin assistant). Participants track their compliance with the therapeutic measures, which is used to generate a group metric of progress (which must meet Program targets). The Program is approved for Medicare reimbursement. The AMEDD should investigate getting its MTFs approved as participating facilities in the Spectrum program.

2) Cancer patients, either those with side effects that are difficult to manage with conventional therapy (e.g., use of acupuncture for the nausea and vomiting, fatigue and malaise secondary to chemotherapy or radiation therapy) or those who have failed all known conventional therapies and have few options left. In addition, the Ornish Spectrum Program has been shown to slow the growth of prostate cancer. Army Wellness Centers (AWCs) function under the AMEDD’s Public Health Command. AWCs are currently designed to provide population-based preventive services, to include education, tobacco cessation referrals, exercise testing and
physiologic testing. They should include IM-based measures in their education, such as meditation, yoga, and other mind-body measures for stress management (which could minimize the risk of developing PTSD), and should emphasize social connectedness as a therapeutic measure that improves the immune system.

Regarding both the growing evidence for the effectiveness of IM measures, and the rising level of public acceptance, the University of Arizona is now conducting a demonstration project of an IM-based clinic. Their Center for Integrative Medicine is currently partnered with the employee health system for Maricopa County, AZ, in a demonstration project that runs until 2014.

The Integrative Medicine PrimAry Care Trial (IMPACT) will compare outcomes for patients treated using integrative care with similar patients treated using conventional medical care, and will be used to inform the discussion regarding the value of Integrative Primary Care for both patients and employers, and influence health care policy relative to the reimbursement of integrative health care services, wellness and prevention.\textsuperscript{108}

The AMEDD needs to catch up to the civilian market. The time is ripe for a demonstration project in the AMEDD as well. It could be either a freestanding clinic, an installation facility, or a single primary care clinic within a Medical Treatment Facility (MTF). Finding suitable personnel to staff it should not be overly difficult. With its own MEPRS codes, outcomes could be tracked and compared to standard clinics. It is time to see if such a clinic can provide outcomes and truly reduce cost.

There should be third-order effects from this shift as well. For example, how does this affect Army dining facilities (DFACs)? If we know that fried foods are bad because they promote the formation of trans-fats, do we need to get DFACs to use less and less deep frying? Should DFACs offer tofu-based items on their menus, even in small portions? Should DFACs have green tea, blueberries, and broccoli (or other
foods high in antioxidants) in their daily offerings because of the antioxidant properties of these foods? The possibilities are numerous, and beyond the scope of this paper, but should be given consideration at the highest levels of the Army.

In short, there is ample room for a new and broader vision for IM in the AMEDD.

Obstacles to implementation.

There are several obstacles to implementation, but they can be overcome with policy and leadership.

1) “It’s not for warriors.” IM measures such as yoga and meditation will probably strike most line commanders as anathema to the warrior mindset. Either personal experience, or witnessing the results of IM approaches for their Soldiers, can overcome this obstacle.

2. More time-intensive. It takes more time to operate in this manner, to dig into a patient’s problem in search of root causes and solutions, looking in ways and into areas that TWM does not consider. A 10- or 15-minute acute care visit might require 20 or 30 minutes; a 20-minute routine or preventive visit might need 40 or 45 minutes. The initial impact here is slower throughput of patients during a duty day, which can lead to a backlog of patients needing appointments; but the combined factors of patient empowerment (to seek solutions for minor problems) and problem-solving at a deeper level should lead to an eventual offloading of appointment requirements. Until this divide is crossed, this will require an innovative approach to scheduling.

3. Reimbursement. The current fee-for-service (FFS) structure that the MEDCOM uses for distributing fiscal resources to its facilities puts a high value on procedures and a low value on counseling and teaching, which are a keystone of IM
practice. The 2009 IOM Report on IM notes that a capitation structure works well for practices that have adopted IM practices.\textsuperscript{110} Perhaps a three-tiered capitation structure would work for the MEDCOM, but there will probably have to be an intermediate vehicle to facilitate the move away from FFS and to a more IM-friendly reimbursement structure.

Conclusion

Integrative medicine offers the AMEDD a chance to recapture the soul of its business of helping patients through adopting measures that are less costly and less dependent on intensive interventions, while harnessing the body’s natural healing capability and improving the quality of life for both providers and patients. The Army Medical Department needs to begin now to draft a vision for utilizing this powerful resource and transforming its medical care from a technical mastery of facts to an art that brings life and health to all it touches.
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